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About Ryan Lo “Cute” is often a word associated with Ryan Lo’s 
designs, his aesthetic is girlish femininity with childhood 
nostalgia. Through the years there has been a consistent 
pastel colour palette of baby pinks and soft lilacs, 
resonating with women in touch with their inner- girl. 

His collections take us to fantasy lands, with a 
variety of inspirations from Japanese animations and 
illustrations to classic fairy tales. Key references have 
included Japanese illustrator Rune Naito as well as 
childhood favourites ‘Sugar Sugar Rune’ and ‘Magical 
DoReMi’. He enjoys the “cultural melting point” that 
is East meets West, he takes things from an Asian 
perceptive and makes them his own. Lo himself confesses 
to often not making mood boards but rather producing 

his garments organically. 

Ryan Lo was born in Hong Kong and 
moved to England to attend London 
College of Fashion. He studied BA 
(Hons) Fashion Design and Technology: 

Womenswear and graduated in 2011. 



















Output 1

Firstly you will produce original, creative 
and strategically considered digital content 
to promote your designer’s identity. You will 
research and analyse their emerging brand, 
their previous concepts and collections, their 
ethos and brand values as well as their 
current and potential customers. How have 
they promoted themselves so far? Why is 
this the case? Consideration is needed in 
regards to where your designer positions 
themselves in terms of cultural, societal and 
political factors. You will produce a piece 
of promotional content that would be used 
digitally, for example, through their website, 
an editorial or article within an online 
magazine, or a piece of moving image/video. 
All your decision making will be evidenced 
through academic and theoretical research 

shown within your reflective journal.

Digital Designer Identity



Ryan Lo’s Customer

Those with a substantial disposable income, 
that enjoy extravegance and spoiling 
themselves.

Females between 18- 30, with a high disposible income. 

Shops at Moda 
Operandi, Dover 
Street Ginza 
and Vermeeriest 
Beams

“At the end of the day it’s about getting the guy.
                   It sounds really depressing and dated but she is 
                               Carrie Bradshaw. 
                              I now know the woman so well ”

“My woman definitely watch the Royal 
wedding live on TV”

Lo desires to bring out the “inner-girl in every woman”

Resonates 
with women 
who have a 

playful spirit.



Promotional techniques

Social media platforms such 
as Instagram, Facebook 
and Twitter are great ways 
to promote a designer. Lo is 
active on all and uses them 
to showcase collections, 
inspiration, his pieces being 
worn by known people, 
projects he is involved in, 
as well as articles he is 
featured in.Some magazines Ryan Lo 

has featured in

Celebrity endorsementsProjects for good causes

Brands are expected to communicate with their 
consumers in the ways they like and be aware of their 
preferences.As technology has evolved and society has 
changed so have promotional techniques. The rise of 
social media as a fashion promotion platform for brands 
as well as the shift from print to digital reflect this. 

A trend for Fashion 
Promotion in 2019 will be 
the idea of creativity over 
conformity. Understanding 
how your customers 
communicate is vital. 



Social Media Promotion
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Hello Kitty

Collaborations help 
designers progress their 
collections and generate 
interest. 
Collaborating with 
Hello Kitty, Ryan Lo 
referenced his childhood 
in Hong Kong, and 
now de-bunct magazine 
fruits, for some kawaii 
inspiration. 
Long time collaborator 
of Los’s is Stephen 
Jones whose unique hat 
designs are the finishing 
touch to Lo’s looks for a 
number of collections.

Collaborations

Stephen Jones’ hats 

Stephen Jones is not 
only a collaborator but 
also now a close friend. 
“Usually I just throw 
ideas at him and then 
he’ll come back and we’ll 
bounce off each other”. 
They meet around 
4 times a season to 
establish ideas and make 
their creations.



Ryan Lo Inspiration

















Visualising an 
Identity



photoshoot concept board...

Constructing an Image

Considerations:

designer
collection
theme
designer identity
designer inspiration
concept
location
model 
colour palette



Styling Interpretation

pastels

layering lace
femininegirly

playful

fairytale
bows

silk

princess

sweet
nostalgic



Illustration and Collage 
as Communication

ss19 Saturn Returns 
illustrations

ss19 Saturn Returns 
collage

“get the boy”
love

romance

fairytale

glitter

floral
pinks

hearts











Illustrations inspired by 
Ryan Lo’s collections

@buttonfruit

@katsillustration @crayolamode

@jaquetta_crook



A concept for a 15 second fashion film for a Ryan Lo 
and Molly Goddard collaboration.

Moving Image



A still from each second of the concept video...









Real World Factors 

The idea this ‘girly’ aesthetic 
is dressing for yourself and 
not pleasing to men- despite 
Ryan Lo wanting his 
consumer to feel sexy.

Is dressing this way anti- 
femininist? 

Questioning why grown 
women would want to dress 
like a child.

Lo believes girl power is the 
freedom of choice.

As women do we have to 
reject femininity in order to 
gain respect?

You can dress how you want 
and still be a feminist.



Clothes are clothes.

He wants his consumer to 
look hot but pleasing men isnt 
his goal for tha garments 

His aesthetic is important to 
him.
We grew up seeing this , so as 
we grow up further we long to 
be back there so we recreate it 
in the way we dress.

There are different ways that this aesthetic could 
be promoted but I plan to embrace the childhood 
nostaliga of it.

A real world factor to consider is the complexity of this 
‘girlish’ aesthetic that Ryan Lo has and how it can be 
interpreted in different ways. It can be viewed as women 
turning themselves into child- like fantasies, with people 
questioning why women would want to dress as children 
“echoing a pornified culture that fetishizes youth… and render 
women mere objects”. Alternatively, it could be viewed as an 
example of strength, “reclaiming certain elements of femininity” 
not dressing to conform and please men but for themselves. 
Lo believes that his ‘girly designs’ aren’t a feminist move, and 
that although the way you dress is one type of girl power, girl 
power to him is “the freedom of choice” 



Output 1 experimentations
Experimentation 1 from 
the illustration and 
collage workshop. 

Communication with 
Ryan Lo- I put this 
collage on my social 
media along with his 
Instagram handle. He 
reacted with a love heart









Ideas for Output 1
idea one

A piece of illustration of the white swan princess bride and her knight- 
chosen media is acrylic paint for its traditional, soft qualities. 

Collage elements for the background to put focus on the garments. A castle 
in the background is symbolic of the fairytale theme of the collection and 
a reference to royalty. As well as the castle, there will also be a waterfall 
round the side as an additional collage element with glitter water for a 
magic effect. Heart motifs create a nostalgic, playful feel resonating with 

the girly brand identity of Ryan Lo. 

idea two

A reversal of idea one with the models and garments as photography. 
The same castle background but in acrylic paint. The photo will be my 
own constructed with sourced garments resembling the white swan bride 
princess and her knight. This image will then be photoshopped onto a 

painted location of a royal castle for a fairytale setting.

 idea three

A close- up portrait of look 20 featuring the Stephen Jones fairy tulle 
beanie in pink. The media of this illustration will be acrylic paint with 
a lace material scanned over the top for the veil. A castle background 
with heart motifs and pastel colouring for a fairytale romantic feel. once 
scanned in the words “get the boy” will be in a cursive typeface underneath 

to reinforce the love theme of the collection.



Output 1 plan
For output one my plan is to paint a portrait of look 20 
from Ryan Lo’s SS19 ‘Saturn Returns’ collection. I 
chose this look because it features one of the Stephen Jones 
hats and therefore provides a more interesting visual for 
a portrait. It perfectly encapsulates the fairytale theme 

of the collection and is one of my favourite looks. 

Rather than leaving the backing blank like in my 
experimentation, I will be taking elements from my other 
experiments and paint parts of a Castle to reinforce this 
idea of her being a princess, which Lo romanticises so 

much. 

I will be using Glamis Castle as my reference, as 
visually its colouring and architecture is very traditional 
fairytale and resembles castles I recall seeing in my 
own childhood from fairytale books, and films. As well 
as this, I will also incorporate imagery from British 
fairytales and a pastel colour palette to reinforce the 

idea of love, romance and fantasy. 

As a British, female who relates to the brand identity 
of Ryan Lo, I used my own childhood nostalgia to 

create the concept of this piece. 



Inspiration for the background of Output 1- British fairytale imagery



Digital Promotion Plan

The aim for this promotional content is to earn market 
share with the objective to improve recognition of 

Ryan Lo’s brand. To do this I have chosen to create 
a fashion illustration for Ryan Lo’s ss19 collection 

‘Saturn Returns’. When considering all the medias I 
could use to promote his designs I felt illustration was 
the most relevant for his brand identity. As a designer, 

he is heavily influenced by art and animation, and 
looking through his social media his admiration for 
illustration became clear. This content will then be 

used digitally to promote Ryan Lo’s brand identity.

I have then chosen to promote this content in a 
magazine, one which has a digital platform as well as 
a publication. Although Ryan Lo’s main promotional 

platform is his social media accounts I decided to 
choose magazine as it would reach a new and wider 
audience. People seeing his social media posts are 
already following him, but with this promotional 

piece I am aiming to engage a market that would 
be interested in his pieces that don’t already know of 

him.  Selecting a magazine with an appropriate target 
market will allow this to happen. 

While his social media following is relatively small, 
for example his Instagram account has 18.7k 

following, the overall following and readership of a 
popular luxury magazine will be larger. 

I have chosen UK magazine Dazed to promote 
my designer Ryan Lo as they cover topics such 
as fashion, art, photography, music and culture. 
They take a very artistic approach to fashion, so 

would be an appropriate platform for an illustrative 
promotional material. They feature articles on more 
high- end designers and clothing, with a focus on the 
designers and not just the clothing. This reflects how 

their audience are serious about fashion and have 
a true interest in it. The target audience is 18-30, 
predominately female. They are also the wealthier 

consumer who can afford to buy from leading 
designers. This audience are who, Ryan Lo needs to 
be reaching with this promotional material in order to             

In 2006, Dazed launched 
a new online version of their 

magazine called Dazed 
Digital. Therefore, the final 
material would be promoted 

digitally as well as in the 
publication. 

grow his following.
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I experimented with image placement, visualising 
my reference images in the different spaces. I 

took inspiration from all the images surrounding 
the portrait for the background with the aim of 

producing a cartoon like British fairytale world. 
The illustration has a childlike essence to reflect the 

childhood nostalgia of Ryan Lo’s collection.

Background plan and execution. 

Originally I was using 
the image of this fantasy 

castle for the cloud 
formation and colour 
palette, but as I was 
painting I felt that it 
worked better with its 
tall form and cone like 
roofing- it fit better into 
the fairytale world that 

I was aspiring to create.



Output 2
The International Market

Secondly, you will produce a second version 
of your original digital content that is both 
strategically and visually appropriate for a 
second international market, (this market 

will be defined for you).



Output 2- The 
International Market 

 I have chosen Japan as my international market 
as this is a place that heavily influences Ryan Lo’s 
collections and therefore will be a market that will 

resonate with the clothing. Ryan Lo currently stocks 
his SS19 collection in Dover Street Market Ginza, 
this tells me that there is an existing consumer base 

here. This also means that those who are engaged by 
the promotional material will then have access to the 

clothing.

Japan’s Luxury Market

Japan is of the world’s largest fashion markets, its 
revenue in the fashion amounts to US$14,225m in 
2019. When it comes to the luxury market they are 

the second largest in the world with about $33billion 
spent each year on luxury goods.

It is imperative for luxury brands to have an online 
presence to communicate with their shoppers. Digital 

marketing is essential to connect with and reach 
existing and potential customers. This includes search 

engines, social media, email, websites, mobile apps 
and online magazines. 

Digital marketing is one possible strategy to gain 
visibility. Luxe Digital recently published a report 

suggesting digital influences at least 80% of all luxury 
sales. With decreasing returns from print and display 
advertising and luxury shoppers spending more time 

online, brands need to be digital.



Storytelling- Storytelling is vital in every digital 
marketing campaign. Customers want a story behind 
the brand.

Boosting SEO- Well executed SEO strategy can be 
a lucrative investment for luxury companies. This 
means that brands aren’t relying solely on brand 
awareness. 

Social Media- Visual networks such as Pinterest 
provide opportunity for brands to raise awareness, 
since photography is the most obvious media to show 
case luxury products.

Digital Marketing in 
Japan

Trending digital marketing techniques 
in the Japanese luxury market...

Source: Pre 2017 Data, Nikkei, Gaiax(1), Gaiax(2), Twitter(’17),Twitter,(’16) Japan Statistics Bureau

Social Media in Japan
 Twitter is the number one social media in Japan. 
It is the most diverse social network in terms of age 
and gender. Twitter is the place to go if you have a 
message for the masses in Japan.

Facebooks growth is slowing down and is now a 
mature social network in Japan with nearly 75% of 
its users being over the age of 30.

Instagram is one of the fastest growing social 
networks in Japan. The highly visual content is 
popular in Japan. Its largest demographic is young 
females. Instagram is the best social network to 
connect with young women in Japan.



Japanese Magazines
For the second version of my digital content I will 
be promoting in what I believe to be the Japanese 
equivalent of Dazed, which I selected for output 1. 

Ginza magazine is a Japanese 
women’s fashion magazine. It 
is regarded as one of the modal 
type fashion magazines, and 
contains high quality styling and 
photography. 

Its target consumer is urban women 
who are interested in fashion and a 
good sense of living around the ages 
of 20- 35. There is a focus on the 
middle class as it showcases products 
from the high- end of fashion. The 
majority of products within the 
magazine come from luxury brands 
as well as reflecting a high- quality 
lifestyle. 
As well as being published the 
magazine is also available online.

Ginza Magazine

The magazines content is also creative and have 
included illustrative work in the past, so visually my 

promotional content would flow nicely within the 
pages. 

Ginza magazine 
would be 
appropriate for 
Ryan Lo to promote 
to his Japanese 
audience as his 
target consumer 
is within Ginza’s 
broader audience.



Similarly, Nylon Japan is a high- end women’s 
fashion magazine, however it is an international 

version of Nylon, an American magazine. 

Their target age is mainly 20s to early 30s and like 
Ginza has a focus on high end products.

Nylon Japan is also a print and digital magazine.

Nylon JapanMagazine

Once again illustration has 
previously been featured in 
this magazine so would be 
an approprite choice and 
my content would fit with 
the visual layout of the 
magazine. 

The March 2019 cover has just 
been released and it fits with 
Ryan Lo’s brand identity with 
soft girly colour palette. It has 
been described as the ultimate 
cute visual and the exact feeling 
of happiness. For the styling of 
this cover a Ryan Lo coat was 
used in the styling, which Lo 
then shared on his Instagram 
story with his followers. 



Output 2 plan

To edit Output one for the international market 
of Japan, I have decided to do the same fashion 
illustration, but with a different background. The 

change to the background will be that I use references 
from Japanese culture and fairytale rather than 

British culture and fairytale like I have for output 
1. This is so that the illustration will resonate more 
with the Japanese consumer. When deciding what 
the models should look like for these two outputs I 

decided to keep the same Asian model that modelled 
this particular look in the SS19 show. Ryan Lo uses a 
mixture of ethnicities in his shows. I considered using 

a more Western looking model with a traditional 
‘English- Rose’ look that Lo tends to use in his shows, 
for output 1 and an Eastern looking model for output 
2 to further differentiate between the two. In the end, 
I came to the decision to keep the model the same for 
both as that is the model Ryan Lo chose to use and 

adapting the model for the different cultures seems like 
an out of date concept to me.

For the Digital Promotion aspect, I selected Nylon 
Japan as the Japanese counterpart. I chose Nylon 

Japan as it is a highly successful high- end magazine 
popular Japan with a target audience that Ryan 

Lo’s customer would fit into. I also believe that my 
illustration will fit well with the layout and look of the 

magazine.



Inspiration for the background of Output 2- Japanese fairytale imagery



Output 2 development 
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Currently the same process as output 1



I experimented with image placement, visualising 
my reference images in the different spaces. I 

took inspiration from all the images surrounding 
the portrait for the background with the aim of 

producing a cartoon like Japanese fairytale world. 
The illustration has a childlike essence to reflect the 

childhood nostalgia of Ryan Lo’s collection.

Background plan and execution. 

Altering elements from 
Output 1 such as Lotus 

flowers rather than 
Roses and a Japanese 
palace rather than a 
castle enabled me to 

create a scene that would 
resonate more with the 

Japanese market.



When I scanned my illustration for output 1, to convert them to a digital format I found that the purple colour 
of the sky did not translate right, the purple hues came out more grey which doesn’t suit the fairytale scene. I 
then turned up the brightness of the scanner, which successfully translated the sky but found that in doing so I 

lost detail and texture in the face. There were no issues with the colouring of output 2. 
To solve this issue I photoshopped the two images together so that he sky of the right image was intergrated 

into the left image. 



Output 3
Global Retail Space

Thirdly you will produce an imaginative, 
forward thinking and brand aware piece of 
physical or digital promotion for the launch 
of your designer within an international retail 
store. You will select a store from a provided 
list through analytical research. Consider the 
store’s global identity and customer and how 
this could be applicable to your designer’s 
current and/or potential global consumer. 
Through knowledge of current trends and 
cultural influences on fashion promotion 
and your designer’s/store’s identity, you will 
produce a piece of promotional material 
that would be used within the retail space, 
for example, an installation, VM props or 

accessories, image making, video.



3-D Retail exploration
Jewellery making 
with found objects and 
materials including a loaf 
of bread. This shows how 
even everyday objects 
can be turned into a 
form of art. This was an 
experimentation with 3-D 
elements.

Minature set design inspired by brand identity of 
Ryan Lo. Materials chosen are to create a garden 

effect, with dangling flowers to give a magical 
ambience. Pink colour palette to relay the femininity 

of the brand.



Moving Image
Experimenting with how my own footage would look 
when displayed on media screens inside a retail space.

Experimenting with footage projection.



Current Retail Stores
Currently Ryan Lo stocks in two retail spaces. The first 
is Dover Street Market Ginza and the second being 
Vermeerist Beams in Tokyo. That means that, at the 
moment, only Japan has physical spaces containing 
Ryan Lo’s garments available for purchase. You 
can also pre- order his garments online from Moda 
Operandi. He has previously stocked in a variety of 
stores, including Net-a-Porter, Dover Street in London 
and New York, Commes des Garçons’ trading museum 

in Paris
In terms of physical store 
installations for Ryan Lo, both 
stores seem to have kept it quite 
simple. Dover Street Market 
Ginza stock his garments 
alongside other womenswear 
designers and display the 
pieces infront of a simple light 
pink background. Vermeerist 
currently have their Space and 
Time installation in their store 
so the collection is displayed 
with that despite that not relating 

directly his garments.



Vermeerist Beams- 
Tokyo

Vermeerist Beams is a small boutique retail space 
containing a careful selection of designers’ brands, basic 
items and mint condition vintage wear and accessories. 
The buyers themselves assist customers here to add a 

personal touch to the shopping experience.

Examples of installations in the store- Space and 
Time display and Behance. Creative space with 

both illustration and 3-D elements. The theme runs 
through the whole store.

Displayed as a part of the bigger installation of the 
store at the time.

R
yan Lo ss19

R
yan Lo aw18



Dover Street Market- 
Ginza 

Starting in London, but now there are Dover Street 
Market stores around the world including Ginza. 
Dover Street Market is a concept store that uniquely 
sells various brands from design house brands to 
street brands. On each floor, sculptures, art pieces, 
photographs, and objets d’arts are also displayed as a 

part of the shop space. 

Ryan Lo ss19Ryan Lo aw18
Displayed in front of a simple 
pink background and stocked 
alongside other womenswear. 

Ryan Lo does not have his own 
display space.

Louis Vuitton Gucci

Maison Margiella

UndercoverDelvaux

‘New Spaces’ in 
DoverStreetMarket Ginza...

DSM- year of the pig



Visual merchandising is the key to engaging the customer. 
Making a store aesthetically pleasing gets the customer’s 
attention and draws them in. It’s an art and science that 
combines ergonomics, lighting, spatial awareness and styling 
to inspire product handling and upselling. It includes both 
window displays and in- store set-ups and has the power to 
enhance a range and improve customer experience. Visual 
merchandising, if done well is innovative, telling a story of 

the clothes and the designer identity.

Louis Vuitton- Multicolour 
Monogram print over 
walls and flooring, bright, 

playful, eyecatching

July’s Flower- mirrors 
positioned at strategic 
angles creating reflective 
‘special effects’ of the 
blooms on display.Amplify 

colour, absract.

Quirky window display- 
shoes as watermelon seeds, 
random, fun, eyecatching.

H e r m e s - P r o d u c t 
within sculpture of the 
product, surrealism. 
Interesting, yet simple 

way to display.

D u n e - I n c o r p o r a t e 
design into the display. 

Use of mannequins.

Visual Merchandising

Upcycling items for 
display, environmentally 
friendly, creative, unique. 

3- D scultures.

3- D sculpture directly 
linking to the product in a 

wacky way.
Tommy Hilfiger- 3- D, 

colourful, surrealism

Vermeerist Beam- 
Hanging flowers from 
the ceiling along with 
floral illustrations around 
the store, atmospheric, 

colourful.

24 Kilates- products 
in safes and lockers. 
Customer interaction, 

exciting, mystery. 



Looking into the psychology of colour and how my colour 
choices for my visual merchandising in a retail setting could 

significantly impact customers subconcious reactions. In 
Ryan Lo’s collections pink is a prominent colour, according 
to psychology the colour pink is regarded as sweet, lovely 
and pretty- all words you would associate with Ryan Lo’s 

brand identity. Therefore, pink will the colour I incorporate 
the most in my visual merchandising.



Types of settings...
Realistic
Environmental
Semi- realistic
Fantasy
Abstract

Things to consider...

What type of 
product is going to 
be on display, and 
therefore which type 
of display will be 
most appropriate 
for this. Multiple 
garments or a 
focus on a singular 
garment. Then relate 
this to the setting 
choice. Fitting the 
store identity as well 
as the brand identity 
of Ryan Lo.



Architecture is an 
important part of Visual 
Merchanising, considering 
how you can make use of 
space. Finding alternative 
ways to display products, 
rather than just rails 
and shelves. This could 
include interesting stands 
to elevate products or set 
design to embellish the 
surroundings.

Concepts can be 
presented as flat and 
3- D drawings. These 
drawings display the 
idea and can be layed 
next to the final outcome. 
Showing concept 
development. Turning an 
idea into a physical space, 
bringing it to life.



Dover Street Market- 
Bejing

DoverStreetMarket was introduced to challenge what 
was viewed as a multi- brand store. The first store in 
London attempted to rest a mulitbrand space for both 
men and women seeking avant garde clothing. They 
would stock Commes des Garçons as well as a curation 
or pieces from around the world. DSM is at the cutting 
edge of not only fashion but the retail experience with 
a variety of innovative displays. It’s a unique and 

conceptual retail space. 
A strength of using this retailer is that’s as well as 
being a highly respected luxury fashion retailer, they 
are known for their reputation of constant change and 

innovation which entices new customers.

I have selected 
DoverStreetMarket 
Beijing as the international 
retail store for my designer 
to launch in. China is 
the birth place of Ryan 
Lo, and where he takes 
inspiration, there would 
be a market there that his 
designs would resonate 
with. He has previously 
commented on his success 
in London but how he longs 
to return East and connect 
with his cultural roots. 

My reason for choosing 
DoverStreetMarket is due 
to the fact that he is already 
stocked in DSM Ginza and 
has previously been stocked 
in DSM New York and 
London, so it is clear that 
his collections fit with the 
stores global identity. Also, 
people shopping here would 
include Lo’s target consumer. 
This retail space would be 
ideal for Ryan Lo to raise 
his profile in China. 



Charles Jeffrey Loverboy

Simone Roche

colour panels

3-D sculptures

creative

bold

hanging rails

large scale

mannequins

Visual Merchandising in 
Dover Street Market- 

Bejing

Raf Simons

CDG

Black Commes des Garcons

Commes de Garcons

art based 

colourful

eye catching

illustration

large box installations

set design

(not much by way of moving image on media screens, or 
photography, mostly art based vm.)



Retail Spaces in China
A trend within retail stores of China is the idea of 
a totally immersive experience. Chinese millennials 
are attracted to brands who offer excitement and a 
lifestyle and are seeking greater levels of interaction 

with brands and products. Consumers in China desire 
personalization and enjoy unique retail experinces. 

To cater for the shopping habits of the millennials 
retailers are transforming into spaces with more than 

just products but also places where there is opportunity 
for participation and experience. It is important to 
design spaces that incorporate the brands identity.

Physical stores are incorporating technologies. 
Online and offline integration is a part of the shopping 

experience. Popular platforms in China include: 
WeChat, Weibo and Meipai are commonly used to 

drive customer interaction within stores. 

Important factors for retail spaces in 
China…

Integrating social 
media platforms that are 
popular in China to drive 
customers to the store..

Using technology to 
increase visibility on 
social media and create 
buzz about retail spaces.

Be innovative, creating 
unique retail spaces 
to grab the customer’s 
attention and attract 
interest by enhancing the 
products. 

Differentiate your 
brand from others by 
providing an emotion 
driven, immersive 
experience.

Focusing on 
experience within the 
space, rather than 
purely the product.

Ensuring that the 
retail space matches 
the brand’s identity.

Engaging customers 
during their time in- 
store



Ciff and Revolver 
Copenhagen 2017

Pink installations- 
flooring and rail 
structures.

Incorporating 
illustrations

Floral displays

Styled mannequins

Unique ways to 
encase products- 
ice and colour 
screens .













Inspiration moodboard



Output 3 experimentations

Experimenting with pastel colours and how they 
mix for the flooring of the installation.



Output 3 experimentations

Lotus flowers on lily pads in a pastel pond

Lotus flowers on lily pads

Pastel swirls

Cherry blossom



Output 3 plan
The aim of the final output was to produce a brand 
aware piece of physical promotion for the launch of 

my chosen designer, Ryan Lo, within an international 
retail store. My selected store is Dover Street Market 

Beijing, and I have decided to design a physical 
installation for Ryan Lo’s clothing rail to stand 

within. 

I designed this with his ss19 ‘Saturn Returns’ 
collection in mind, the theme of love and fairy tales, 
making the customer feel like a princess. Therefore, 
I created the idea of an immersive fairy tale scene to 
be surrounding the clothes, I wanted customers to be 

able to step into this fantasy world. 

Through my research I had 
come across a lot of Visual 
Merchandising installations which 
involved the products being encased 
in glass, I liked the separation of 
these products. I had also seen 
how others had painted onto this 
glass. For the decoration of the box 
I choose to paint a large cherry 
blossom tree on the side as cherry 
blossom trees represent femininity 
and beauty in Chinese culture, this 
lead to me changing the shape of 
the glass to a dome so that I could 
have the tree hanging over the top 
and making a more immersive scene 
when the customer is inside. Clouds 
surround the tree to add to the 
fantasy as well as hearts. The floor 
would also be painted to look like a 
pastel pond with lily pads and lotus 
flowers as they are a special flower 
in Chinese culture. The entrance to 
the dome is a giant heart surrounded 
by small pearls, these pearls will 
also surround the baby pink outer 
base.



I designed this with his ss19 ‘Saturn Returns’ 
collection in mind, the theme of love and fairy tales. 

 The overall colour palette and theme of this 
installation was designed with Ryan Lo’s, childlike, 

girlish brand identity in mind, it represents his 
collection and will appeal to his target consumer. 

For my final output, I have produced a physical, 
miniature version of my installation that could be 

scaled up for a retail store. 



Output 3 development 
Stage by stage images of the progression of 
my model for Output 3...
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